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I capisaldi di Kobi

Modello cognitivo
• Case-Based Reasoning– Case-Based-Design

Strumenti
• Mappe della conoscenza

Stimolare il pensiero creativo favorendo
• Pensiero riflessivo
• Pensiero associativo-divergente
• Costruzione di un archivio di conoscenze strutturato e condiviso
• Dimensione multiculturale
Come funziona Kobi

Matteo Zambelli - DIDA (Dipartimento di Architettura di Firenze)
Come funziona Kobi e Kobi + IA

Matteo Zambelli - DIDA (Dipartimento di Architettura di Firenze)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>n</th>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Concept/Question</th>
<th>Answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1  | (Kobi) Search | plane            | - **Biosphere**: RENZO PIANO Genoa  
- **New urbanised public space**:  
- **Generative processes**… |
| 2  | (AI) Expand | Explore the relations among the following concepts | One way in which these concepts are related is through the idea of sustainability. The **Biosphere** is a complex and interconnected system, and the processes that shape it are delicately balanced….  
Another way in which these concepts are related is through the idea of community engagement and participation. **Generative processes** often involve collaboration and co-creation, inviting members of the community to contribute their ideas and perspectives… |
| 3  | (AI) Conceptualize | Find the main concepts of the text above. | The main concepts in the text are:  
1. Sustainability: the idea that the Biosphere is a complex and interconnected system…  
2. Generative processes: a design approach that incorporates green spaces….  
3. Community engagement and participation: the idea that generative processes… |
| 4  | (AI) Expand | Suggest architects that used the above concepts as design clues? | There are many architects and designers who have incorporated the concepts of sustainability, community engagement, and innovation in their work. Some examples include:  
1. Renzo Piano, who is known…  
2. Jeanne Gang, who is the founder of the…  
3. Shigeru Ban, who is known… |
| 5  | (Kobi) Memorize / Share | | ![Diagram](image.png)
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